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What were the impacts of the
Napier earthquake on NZ history?

I found this photo on the internet - date accessed
9/3/22 there is no date that tells us when this photo

was taken.
(https://teara.govt.nz/en/photograph/4549/napier-

after-the-1931-earthquake)

I chose this photo because it shows the
immediate impact of the earthquake and we

can see that lots of buildings in the CBD
have been destroyed and there is a lot of

debris around them you can tell that this is
Napier because of the Norfolk pine trees in
the background that still stand there today.
This photo was taken a few days after the

earthquake, it is a great photo because you
can see all of the damage that it has done to

all of the buildings.

The strengths of the source is mostly
reliable because you can see the trees in
the background and if you were to go to
Napier nowadays you will see the same

trees but they will be bigger however the
buildings will be different and more new.
If this source was in colour it could help
people understand where the photo is
really taken and what the buildings look

like nowadays
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I got this newspaper article from papers past 9/3/22
(https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT1

9310317.2.69?
items_per_page=10&page=2&query=napier+earthqu

ake&snippet=true) it’s from the Otago daily times
17th of March 1931.

It’s useful because it outlines the short term impacts of
the earthquake its not just in Hawkesbay its all

throughout new Zealand we can see that this much
money was needed for the whole rebuild, that

residents of Napier had to go to refugee camps in
Palmerston North and that Napier and hastings had

restrictions on people entering the city and they had to
get a new sewage system in Napier.

the strength is this source is mostly reliable because it
is a newspaper article and sometimes the words can
be muddled and mixed up and make it sound more

exaggerated and intense however this source contains
some really good answers to some people's questions
and gives us a good idea on what happened not just to

the buildings and people.

it is the largest natural disaster to take place in New Zealand.
When the quake struck on February 3 1931 it was to take 256

innocent lives and destroyed a lot of buildings through
earthquake damage and fire it was the children's first day back to
school after the Christmas summer holidays. It was a huge task to
rebuild the city after a huge blow and took a lot of time and effort
from everyone in the community. In this interview, he remembers
running home from school and has some vivid images etched in
his mind from his surroundings as well as a vivid smell he stated

he will never forget.

This resource would be reliable as he was a victim in the
earthquake and was there to see everything he remembers a

smell and lots of images that would help a reporter
researching for this I found the source helpful because he

could tell us what happed that it looked like as well as smell
which a bet none of us would have realised there was a smell

that was so bad. it really tells us how bad the earthquake
really was and we could imagine what it looked like as well.

I got the source from google however it was
on one news website 30/3/22

https:// www.1news.co.nz/2021/02/02/you -
dont -forget-it-napier-earthquake -survivor -
recalls-running -home-from -school-amid-

rubble -90-years-on/ this video was taken on
febuary 3 2021
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A d dalit t le  b ito f  b o d yt e x tThis photo is a statue/ fountain that is in Napier and it represents
how the time when the earthquake happened and how represents

the new town as making a new life. and represents the innocent lives
that were taken this would have a impact on napier as everytime

somone who was alive during the earthquake or had family in would
remind them of those times and rembeber those who lost their lifes.

it represents the rise form the earthquake and also the spirit of
napier.

I found this photo online and you can find it in
the NZ herald on, it was taken on 12 may 2018

and I found it on the 1/4/22

this source is reliable if you were to search up information
however it does not represent a specific person but it represents
the people of the earthquake and the rise of napier. The source
may notbe the most helpful to my question but it does represent

the earthquake and the people in which Ithink thatbis is really cool
how they havededitcated a statue to napier. the source is not bias
or propaganda the source does lack a bit of details as when you

search it up it only comes up with information as to why it is there.

This photo shows a few people in the middle of the road looking
around the town at broken buildings and people crying over their
houses turned into rubble it would be so hard to look at once a
beautiful happy town and loving people now dusty dirty smelling

bricks and wood, this earthquake has resulted in one of the
worst natural disasters in new Zealandstill to this day. just

imagine your house once with happy memories and loving family
now rubble and dust will all your belongings were basically gone

as well and maybe family members and pet injured.

the source would be helpful to use becauseyou can see the
surroundingsand you can see how small those people really

are and how much damage there really was around them
lots of the buildings that you can see in the picture you can't
really tell what part of Napier it is but if you really know your
stuff about Napier you could probably tell what part this is.

I found this image on google on 31/3/22 and it
didn't say when it was taken. but it wouldn't have

been far after the earthquake.
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source comparason summary anaylise
write about 100- 150 words maximum.

sources 1 and 2 are both similar because they are both about how the buildings
got destroyed and then rebuilt. source 1 shows all the damage that the earthquake
caused to the buildings and source 2 describes the rebuild and what they had to

do to get where we are now. these two sources are very significant because it
shows a before and after of what Napier used to be. another connection is

between sources 1 and 4 these two sources also deal with destroyed buildings. a
final connection that also deals with the rebuild of Napier can be found in sources

2 and 5. These relate to my focus question as this was a historical event that
happened in NZ history and have had many impacts that people still to this day

look back on, people come to visit Napier to celebrate art deco and to see all of the
historic buildings that have got new memories and new meaning.


